Classic Gardens brings out the
‘Landscape Impossible’ in Colorado
MONUMENT, Colo., Jan. 31, 2014 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Classic Gardens Inc.,
in Monument, Colorado, has recently been credited for taking the missions
that many other landscapers simply cannot accept. As a landscape specialist
in Colorado, the company has been asked to take care of and – in some cases –
fix some pretty “impossible” situations for some of the largest and most
intricate landscaping scenarios in Colorado – one of America’s most outdoor
and scenic-oriented states. The company also has been known for their efforts
to “take the time” to give their clientele exactly what they are looking for,
by locating the necessary materials.
Recently, the company has been given the nickname “Landscape Impossible” as a
result of some of these highly difficult projects. One job involved the
removal of a fully grown 30-foot-tall Blue Spruce with a 90-inch tree spade,
as well as the company’s ability to properly rig and lift up to 20,000 pound
boulders, up to 10 feet in diameter. The company also has been utilized for
the construction of several high profile features for clients such as the
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo, the Olympic Training Center, and several very large
residences throughout Colorado whose amazing dynamic vistas appear as if
“Mother Nature put them there.”
“The thought was to create a unique gardening and landscaping company that
not only can give you the serenity of a classic English garden in a Rocky
Mountain environment, but to create an environmentally concerned landscape
company, that will take into consideration the existing vegetation,
structure, wildlife, and water requirements,” stated Glenn Cope, President of
Classic Gardens Inc. “In the state of Colorado, this sometimes requires
finding a way to do the impossible – and make it seem easy.”
Classic Gardens is a full service commercial and residential Colorado
landscape company serving the Rocky Mountain region since 1985. From concept
to completion, all phases of design and construction are handled in-house.
Their staff of highly trained employees pays strict attention to detail and
quality, enabling them to becoming one of Colorado’s premier landscape
companies.
If you would like to learn more about Classic Gardens Inc., or have any
questions about your specialized project, please visit
http://www.classicgardensinc.com/ or call toll free at 866-597-4341.
To contact Classic Gardens Inc. directly, email sales@classicgardensinc.com.
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